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1 X MAIN VIDEO VIDEO

Facebook

26 Nov 2019

Earlier this year @CosmopolitanSA ran the #EnoughIsEnough survey and found that 89% of women say they have been sexually harassed by men. 

For #16DaysOfActivism, and to raise awareness around gender-based violence (GBV) in South Africa, COSMOPOLITAN has invited eight male celebrities to take a 
pledge and stand up against the BS that is the sexual harassment of women. ✊✅

COSMO and comedy kween @coconut_kelz invite men to imagine what it's like to be a woman for a day. 

#COSMOMenStandUp, sponsored by @nissansa, asks men and people of all genders to take accountablility and stand in solidarity with women to create a safe space 
for ladies to live in. For every pledge/support received, COSMO will donate R1 to @HeForShe, a United Nations global solidarity movement, which champions a 
systematic approach for a gender-equal and non-violent world. ❤

Pledge now and share your support here/via the link in @CosmopolitanSA's bio  bit.ly/COSMOMenStandUp

Be the change. It's time for men to stand up!  #COSMOMenStandUp #HeForShe 

 Featuring: @jsomethingmusic @nasty_csa @siyabulelajentile @kyle_deutsch @thabiso_makhubela @rabada_25 @craigdlucas @tino_chinyani  
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26 Nov 2019

Earlier this year COSMO ran the #EnoughIsEnough survey and found that 89% of women say they have been sexually harassed by men. WTF. ♀

For #16DaysOfActivism, and to raise awareness around gender-based violence (GBV) in South Africa, COSMOPOLITAN has invited eight male celebrities to take a 
pledge and stand up against the BS that is the sexual harassment of women. ✊✅

#COSMOMenStandUp, sponsored by @nissansa, asks men and people of all genders to take accountablility and stand in solidarity with women to create a safe space 
for ladies to live in. For every pledge/ support received, COSMO will donate R1 to @HeForShe, a United Nations global solidarity movement, which champions a 

systematic approach for a gender-equal and non-violent world. ❤  #HeForShe 

Pledge now and share your support here: 

N/A

Facebook @NISSAN
@CosmopolitanSA

Twitter @NISSANZA
@CosmopolitanSA

KAGISO JPEG

Facebook 9 Dec 2019
‘I pledge to call out catcalling.’ @rabada_25 Earlier this year COSMO ran the #EnoughIsEnough survey and found that 89% of women say they have been sexually 
harassed by men. WTF. ♀

For #16DaysOfActivism, and to raise awareness around gender-based violence (GBV) in South Africa, COSMOPOLITAN has invited eight male celebrities to take a 
pledge and stand up against the BS that is the sexual harassment of women. ✊✅

#COSMOMenStandUp, sponsored by @Nissansa, asks men and people of all genders to take accountablility and stand in solidarity with women to create a safe space 
for ladies to live in. For every pledge/ support received, COSMO will donate R1 to @HeForShe, a United Nations global solidarity movement, which champions a 
systematic approach for a gender-equal and non-violent world. ❤  Pledge now and share your support here/via the link in our bio  bit.ly/COSMOMenStandUp 
#HeForShe

@NISSAN
@CosmopolitanSA

Instagram 9 Dec 2019 @NISSANSA
@CosmopolitanSA

IG Stories 26 Nov 2019 @NISSANSA
@CosmopolitanSA

Twitter 9 Dec 2019
‘I pledge to call out catcalling.’ @KagisoRabada25 Earlier this year @CosmopolitanSA ran the #EnoughIsEnough survey and found that 89% of women say they have 
been sexually harassed by men.  Pledge now and share your support here: bit.ly/COSMOMenStandUp #COSMOMenStandUp ✊ #SP by @nissanza

@NISSANZA
@CosmopolitanSA


